Trade-offs between bycatch and target catches in static versus dynamic fishery closures
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While there have been recent improvements in reducing bycatch in many fisheries, bycatch remains a threat for numerous species around the globe. Static spatial and temporal closures are used in many places as a tool to reduce bycatch. However, their effectiveness in achieving this goal is uncertain, particularly for highly mobile species. We evaluated evidence for the effects of static, static, and dynamic area closures on the bycatch and target catch of 15 fisheries around the world. Assuming perfect knowledge of where the catch and bycatch occurs and a closure of 30% of the fishing area, we found that dynamic area closures could reduce bycatch by an average of 57% without sacrificing catch of target species, compared to 16% reductions in bycatch achievable by static closures. The degree of bycatch reduction achievable for a certain quantity of target catch was related to the correlation in space and time between target and bycatch species. If the correlation was high, it was harder to find an area to reduce bycatch without sacrificing catch of target species. If the goal of spatial closures is to reduce bycatch, our results suggest that dynamic management provides substantially better outcomes than classic static marine area closures. The use of dynamic ocean management might be difficult to implement and enforce in many regions. Nevertheless, dynamic approaches will be increasingly valuable as climate change drives species and fisheries into new habitats or extended ranges, altering species-fishery interactions and underscoring the need for more responsive and flexible regulatory mechanisms.

Significance

The incidental catch of threatened species is still one of the main barriers to fisheries sustainability. What would happen if we closed 30% of the ocean to fishing with the goal of reducing bycatch? Analyzing 15 different fisheries around the globe, we found that under static area management, such as classic no-take marine area closures, observed bycatch could be reduced by 16%. However, under dynamic ocean management based on observed bycatch and closing the same total area but fragmented in smaller areas that can move year to year, that reduction can increase up to 57% at minimal or no loss of target catch.
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fisheries, which account for around 34% of Indian Ocean tuna catches, have caught an estimated cumulative total of 4.1 million small cetaceans between 1950 and 2018 (7). Meanwhile, the vaquita porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) population has declined 92% between 1997 and 2015 due to incidental mortality in Mexican gillnet fisheries (8), leaving fewer than 19 individuals in 2018 (9). Among small cetaceans, bycatch is the greatest threat for 11 out of 13 species listed as critically endangered by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (10). In addition, bycatch of juvenile fish in trawl shrimp fisheries is a major concern, as shrimp fisheries account for 27% of the total recorded discards in commercial fisheries globally (11).

Area and temporal closures are a generic mitigation measure that can help reduce bycatch of multiple species that overlap in space and time and are often used to reduce fisheries bycatch (5, 12, 13). For example, depth-based, seasonally varying, gear-specific Rockfish Conservation Areas (RCAs) were implemented by the Pacific Fishery Management Council in 2002 to reduce incidental catch of overfished rockfish species along the west coast of the United States. Following the recovery of multiple rockfish species, the trawl RCAs off Oregon and California were reopened in 2020. Similarly, numerous spatial and temporal closures exist in tuna fisheries, typically to control juvenile mortality and/or bycatch (14). In the Eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO), the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC) implements a spatial closure known as the “Corralito” (96° to 110°W between 4°N and 3°S) from 29 September to 29 October that was designed to reduce the catch of juvenile big-eye (Thunnus obesus) and yellowfin (Thunnus albacares) tunas. In terms of bigeye tuna conservation, the IATTC argues that this closure is equivalent to closing the whole EPO to purse-seine fishing for ~3 d but with less effect on target yellowfin tuna, since most of the yellowfin catch occurs outside this area (15). Spatial closures have also been implemented in Brazil to protect multiple nontarget species from demersal gillnet fisheries targeting monkfish, Lophius phyllus (16). However, the effectiveness of these closures in reducing bycatch or targeted species has not been comprehensively evaluated.

A major concern for the efficacy of spatial and temporal closures is the choice of which closures to implement. When reducing total fishing effort, they simply redistribute effort away from some areas/times while concentrating it in others (17–20). If fishing effort is displaced rather than removed, spatial and temporal closures can create trade-offs between reduced fishing mortality on bycatch and target species inside no-take protected areas or during protected times, and potentially increase fishing mortality of nontarget species in waters surrounding closures (19–21). For example, Abbot and Haynie (19) found that the implementation of large spatial closures in a North Pacific trawl fishery designed to protect red king crab (Paralithodes camtschaticus) promoted dramatic increases in Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) bycatch due to direct displacement effects and indirect effects from adaptations in fishermen’s targeting behavior.

In the last decades, momentum has grown for the use of spatial restrictions, such as no-take marine protected areas (MPAs), to conserve ocean biodiversity. The main goals of MPAs are commonly protecting and restoring spatially defined ecosystems or specific habitats (e.g., seamounts and coral reefs), conserving and preserving cultural heritage, creating opportunities for education and research, preserving unaltered habitats as reference areas against global change, providing benefits for recreation and tourism, or seeking to improve outcomes for adjacent fisheries through “spillover” of fish or larvae from inside the MPA to outside (with this spillover effect needing to be greater in magnitude than the impacts of lost fishing grounds to provide a net increase in fishing outcomes) (22–24).

Today, many nations are calling for protection (MPAs safe from some or all forms of human exploitation) for 30% of the world’s ocean by 2030, a call endorsed by a resolution of the IUCN World Conservation Congress in 2016 (25). Even though this “30 x 30” proposal is not based solely on a desire to reduce bycatch, protection of biodiversity is a key objective of this proposed expansion of protected areas, and a key task in protecting biodiversity is reducing bycatch.

In this study, we build on the concepts of 30 x 30 by analyzing what might happen to both bycatch and target species if 30% of the fishing areas in a database of fisheries around the world were closed to exploitation. We focus on differences in potential outcomes resulting from protecting a static or dynamic portion—in the range of 30%—of evaluated fishing grounds. The effectiveness of permanent static area closures at reducing bycatch is still an open question (13, 26, 27). Static area closures identify a fixed area of the ocean to be placed in a permanent protected area based on perceptions of current or future threats and objectives. However, the optimal habitats of mobile species can shift within and across years due to environmental variability and climate change, thereby modifying interactions between fisheries and bycatch species in space and time. Dynamic ocean management is an emerging tool in which management measures (e.g., closures) can change across space and time in response to environmental variability and ocean uses (28), helping to balance bycatch and economic opportunity for fisheries (18, 29, 30). Ideally, dynamic management tools can integrate near-real-time environmental data to track multiple species’ habitats to optimize bycatch to target catch ratios (31, 32).

Some studies have considered the general advantages of dynamic ocean management (29, 31, 33) and provided assessments of the role of spatial closures in bycatch reduction in specific case studies (18). Along with bycatch reduction alone, a key consideration is how policies can be designed to minimize bycatch while maintaining the economic, nutritional, and cultural benefits obtained by sustainably managing target species (34–36). In this study, we make an important advance to this literature by producing an empirical multigear evaluation of the potential effects of different spatial, dynamic, and temporal closures on not only bycatch but target species outcomes across 15 global fisheries (Fig. 1).

We specifically address the following questions: 1) How effective are static no-take areas and temporal closures in reducing bycatch compared to dynamic time and area closures? 2) What are the trade-offs among bycatch reduction, changes in fishing effort, and target species catch under static versus dynamic closures? 3) How much reduction in bycatch would be achieved by closing 30% of fishing areas under static or dynamic scenarios? We used data collected by on-board observers or declared in detailed logbooks to identify areas in which the ratio of bycatch to target catch is high and explored the potential impacts of static and dynamic closures of these areas under different configurations (Fig. 2). A critical feature of our study is that we account for the simultaneous impacts of effort displacement across multiple bycatch and target species using two possible fleet models: constant effort and constant catch. Under constant effort, total fishing effort remains constant with or without closures. When closures are in effect, the constant total fishing effort is concentrated in the remaining areas open to fishing. Under the constant catch scenario, fishing effort is allowed to change to maintain the same level of total target catch with or without closures. So, when closures are in effect, total effort can increase or decrease outside the closures to maintain the same fishery-wide total catch. Under both scenarios, we distribute fishing effort in the open areas in proportion to the spatial distribution of effort in the open areas preclosures.

We also considered scenarios in which fishing efficiency (i.e., catch per unit of effort [CPUE]) remains the same after
closures and in which fishing efficiency for target species decreases in response to more intense fishing outside of closures (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

Results
A total of 15 fisheries around the globe (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1) were analyzed, and the commonalities across these case studies were summarized. We then considered the potential impacts to bycatch and target species of a range of spatial and temporal closures, defined by whether a feature can change over time (dynamic versus static) and whether the feature must be contiguous in space (mosaic versus centroid). A dynamic mosaic design is the most similar to a dynamic ocean management approach, while a static centroid design is the most similar to a classic no-take MPA. Given perfect information, a dynamic approach will always perform as well or better than a static approach. Similarly, a mosaic area shape will always perform as well or better than a centroid shape (Fig. 2). Nonetheless, the detailed information from our case studies allowed us to quantify the potential magnitude of these differences in a variety of real-world scenarios.

How Effective Are Static No-take Areas and Temporal Closures in Reducing Bycatch Compared to Dynamic Time and Area Closures?
In general, bycatch (summed across all species) declined as more of the area or time was closed (Fig. 3, Top). A static closed area around a centroid (pink line in Fig. 3, Top), which is analogous to permanent no-take areas, resulted in a greater reduction in bycatch than temporal closures (even when closing 5 mo to fishing; gray line in Fig. 3, Top). With a static closure of 30% of the total fishing zone (assuming that fishing effort is displaced but fishing efficiency remains the same), bycatch was reduced by 17% (SI Appendix, Table S2). Alternatively, if we assume constant catch and constant fishing efficiency, the decrease in bycatch was 20% on average. With constant catch but reduced fishing efficiency, bycatch was reduced by only 10% (Fig. 4, Top and SI Appendix, Table S2). Bycatch reduction was much higher (~28% on average) if the centroid closure was allowed to be dynamic in both space and time (i.e., moves from year to year) (green line and box in top panels in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively). For the dynamic mosaic closure, in which areas with high bycatch-to-target ratios can be closed and shifted year to year, the potential bycatch reduction was considerably higher than scenarios with static closures (orange line in Fig. 3, Top). For a 30% closure under dynamic mosaic management, bycatch could be reduced by 56% under constant effort and constant fishing efficiency and 59% under constant catch and constant fishing efficiency (top panel in Fig. 4 and average percentage values in SI Appendix, Table S2). Thus, mosaic designs were more effective than centroid designs in reducing bycatch (50% compared to 22% on average for all scenarios; SI Appendix, Table S2), and dynamic management, in which those areas can move year to year (Fig. 2), was more effective than static management approaches (48% compared to 29% on average for all scenarios; SI Appendix, Table S2). In addition, area closures were more effective in general than temporal closures, which, on average for 3-mo closures, for example, only reduced bycatch by 4% averaged across all scenarios (Fig. 3).

What Are the Trade-offs among Bycatch Reduction, Changes in Fishing Effort, and Target Species Catch under Static versus Dynamic Closures?
Overall, when assuming constant fishing efficiency and constant effort, reductions in bycatch were achieved...
without large changes in the capture of the target species (left panel on the middle row in Figs. 3 and 4). This is because we preferentially closed areas in which the ratios of bycatch to target species were higher. The catch of target species was 3% more for permanent or stationary closures under constant effort and fishing efficiency or 7% more for dynamic mosaic closures under the same scenario (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Table S1). However, if we assume that fishing efficiency was negatively affected by an increase in effort outside the closed area, the catch of target species was 4% lower than without any closure for static centroid areas or remained the same for dynamic mosaic closures (right panel on the middle row in Figs. 3 and 4 and average percentages in SI Appendix, Table S2). In general, the potential of reducing bycatch without reducing the catch of target species (no matter the configuration of the area or assumptions of changes in fishing efficiency) was slightly higher for dynamic closures (~3% more) than for static closures (~1% less; SI Appendix, Table S2).

Overall, similar trends were observed under the constant catch scenario (Figs. 3 and 4, Bottom). When we assumed that fishing efficiency decreased for a 30% area closure, effort had to increase to reach the same total catch (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Table S2). Specifically, for mosaic dynamic closures, effort had to increase by 2% when closing 30% of the fishing area to achieve the same total catch, but it had to increase by 11% under a traditional static centroid closure (Fig. 4, Bottom Left and SI Appendix, Table S2).

**How Much Reduction in Bycatch Would Be Achieved by Closing 30% of Fishing Areas under Static or Dynamic Scenarios?** A mosaic dynamic design is closest to dynamic ocean management, while a centroid static design is most similar to a classic no-take marine protected area (Fig. 2). In general, a closure of 30% of the fishing area reduced bycatch by an average of 57% with a mosaic dynamic design without sacrificing the catch of target species, compared to a 16% average by a centroid static area closure. Thus, dynamic ocean management was substantially more effective in reducing bycatch than classic static approaches for area closures. Even when we allowed a static centroid area to be a mosaic (closing multiple small areas), bycatch was reduced by 42% compared to the 57% achieved under the mosaic dynamic design. Adding the dynamic component to the mosaic design accounted for the extra 15% of the bycatch reduction (SI Appendix, Table S2). If we allow the static centroid area to be dynamic, the bycatch reduction can increase from 16 to 28% (SI Appendix, Table S2).

**Differences among Case Studies.** The trends and magnitude of the relative changes for all fisheries combined varied among case studies (Figs. 5 and 6). For example, in the Hawaiian swordfish (Xiphias gladius) and Hawaiian bigeye tuna fisheries,
a dynamic mosaic closure drastically reduced bycatch without major consequences on the total catch of target species when fishing effort remained constant (Fig. 5). However, for some oceanic purse-seine tuna fisheries, like in the Indian and Atlantic oceans, spatial closures of any kind had almost no effect on bycatch when closing 30% of the area.

The differences among case studies were partially associated with the spatiotemporal correlations between target and bycatch species. When the correlation between catch of target species and bycatch was high (e.g., European Union Atlantic purse-seine tuna fishery), the relative difference in bycatch reduction to target catch loss was smaller than if the correlation was low (Fig. 7). As an example, if we have one target species and one bycatch species, we will have the least impact on the target catch if there is a low or negative correlation between catches of target species and bycatch species. However, if multiple bycatch species have similar spatial and temporal hot spots, then dynamic or static closures will work comparably well. In some of our case studies, closing areas to protect one species dislocated effort in ways that resulted in increased bycatch of other species. For the case study of the small-scale/artisanal surface fishery for tuna and mahi-mahi in the EPO, under mosaic closures, bycatch decreased for almost every species (particularly for leatherback sea turtles, *Dermochelys coriacea*) but with a slight increase in seabird bycatch, which was higher for static than dynamic closures (*SI Appendix*, Fig. S9).

Despite this, seabird bycatch in this fishery is very low (~0.004% of the total).

**Discussion**

Sustainable fisheries are critical to securing the livelihoods and resources of millions of people. However, many fisheries, including both those with sustainable and those with unsustainable directed fishing, produce large amounts of bycatch that threaten the future of incidentally captured species. We analyzed target catch and bycatch data from 15 fisheries around the world to evaluate the potential effectiveness of different time and area closures as a bycatch mitigation measure. For these case studies, dynamic mosaic area closures were more effective in reducing bycatch while minimizing reductions in catch of target species, compared to static centroid area closures. For example, closing 30% of a fishing area under a mosaic dynamic approach could reduce bycatch by an average of 57% in comparison to 16% reductions in bycatch achievable under a static centroid closure. The magnitude of bycatch reduction possible is related to the correlation in space and time between target and bycatch species. The higher the correlation between target and bycatch species, the more challenging it is to find an area or temporal closure with a high reduction in bycatch without sacrificing catch of target species. Overall, the magnitude of bycatch reduction...
Fig. 5. Relative changes for each type of closure and each case study (rows) for total bycatch and catch of target species. These results are for the scenarios during which total effort remains the same (constant effort) and fishing efficiency decreases (Right) or remains constant (Left). The primary x-axis shows the proportion of area closed from 0.1, or 10%, to 0.5, or 50%, of the fishing zone. For temporal closures, the number of months closed are represented on the secondary x-axis at the top.
Fig. 6. Relative changes for each type of closure and each case study (rows) for total bycatch and effort. These results are for the scenarios when total catch of target species remains the same (constant catch) and fishing efficiency decreases (Right) or remains constant (Left). The primary x-axis shows the proportion of area closed from 0.1, or 10%, to 0.5, or 50%, of the fishing zone. For temporal closures, the number of months closed are represented on the secondary x-axis at the top.
was different among fisheries, with significant variability in the potential effectiveness of both spatial and temporal closures. Our results suggest that moving from centroid to mosaic closed-area designs (when static) facilitated a dramatic reduction in bycatch (from 16 to 42%), and moving to a mosaic dynamic approach, which is the closest approach to "real-time closures," allowed for further reductions in bycatch for mobile species (57% reduction; SI Appendix, Table S2). However, we emphasize that these results assume perfect knowledge of the distributions of effort and catch for different target and bycatch species. Real-world dynamic management must contend with the challenges of imperfect or sparse information, communication, and compliance. Yet there are several existing examples of dynamic real-time closures that address these challenges. Real-time closures for bycatch avoidance could be achieved through coordinated communication among fishers (13, 17, 37). This provides economic benefits to the industry by reducing the risk of exceeding bycatch thresholds while minimizing the reduction of target species catch. Gilman et al. (38) summarized the success of different fleet communication programs in the United States. They found that voluntary fleet communication programs substantially reduced fisheries bycatch and provided economic benefits. Although this type of bycatch mitigation measure can be successful without causing unintended impacts, it relies on participation from most fishing vessels and typically requires strong economic incentives (17, 38). It would also require real-time monitoring and reporting of bycatch, which is costly and logistically challenging and is difficult to implement and enforce in fisheries where economic resources, data collection, monitoring, and access to technology are limited.

Rather than relying on collective action and rapid communication alone, real-time dynamic closures could also be achieved by predicting and avoiding hot spots for bycatch by using environmental variables. Hazen et al. (31) developed habitat suitability models for target and bycatch species using satellite telemetry and fisheries observer data. Then, using daily satellite data to track ocean features, species movement, and fisheries, they predicted dynamic vulnerable habitats for bycatch species. They found that by tracking daily oceanographic conditions, the California swordfish drift gillnet fishery could access some of the currently closed fishing areas while still protecting leatherback sea turtles. Even if daily adjustments are not feasible, they suggested that annual adjustments to closed areas in response to interannual variability could achieve 80% of the successes of fully dynamic closures. Our study also demonstrates the potential benefits of dynamic annual adjustments over a static approach that does not change year to year.

Temporal closure scenarios were generally less effective for bycatch mitigation than spatial closures, though they still had efficacy under certain conditions. Temporal closures have been promoted to protect migratory routes for highly migratory and endangered species (14, 39) or to protect a specific life history stage of a population. For example, temporal closures may be particularly effective for protecting vulnerable life stages in single-species management, especially when the biology and ecology of all life history stages are known. In some case studies presented here (e.g., EU Atlantic purse-seine tuna fisheries), the life history plays a particularly complicated role as the same species transitions from bycatch as a juvenile to target catch as an adult (SI Appendix). The greater the correlation among these life stages, the more difficult it can be to design effective spatial or temporal closures (Fig. 7). High correlations between bycatch and target species (or life stages) are likely to be a common trend for some fisheries, and more sophisticated algorithms, such as Marxan, may help to reduce sensitivity to inter- and intraspecies correlations when designing area closures (40).

Integrated, multispecies bycatch assessments should be incorporated into the decision-making process (21). We have shown that the decrease in bycatch of some species could produce an increase of bycatch of other species (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Baum et al. (22) demonstrated this for a hypothetical area closure that reduced bycatch for most coastal and endangered shark species but increased bycatch rates of other oceanic sharks and threatened sea turtles. Species do not occur in isolation, and there is an increasing need to better consider the dynamic relationships among species and bycatch within spatial and temporal closures. These relationships, as well as the relationships among species and their environments, and target species and the fishers themselves, will all influence the efficacy of static or dynamic closures.

This study analyzed the consequences of temporal and area closures with the goal of reducing bycatch of mobile species. Our results are an estimation of what could happen to the bycatch, catch of target species, and fishing effort if we closed a certain area or month of the year to fishing within our case-study systems. However, we assumed that the behavior of bycatch species was not impacted by the redistribution of fishing effort. Seabirds, seals, orcas, and other such opportunistic predators are commonly attracted to fishing vessels, where they may feed on bait and/or discard (41). As a result, the reductions in bycatch associated with spatial closures may be modulated if such animals shift their distributions to follow fishing vessels. Even well-enforced area closures should be accompanied by other kinds of mitigation measures, such as gear modifications (19) and better handling and release practices to increase postrelease survival (35), where and when appropriate.

Our model allows for fishing efficiency, and hence target species CPUE, within a patch to either remain constant or decrease in response to increased effort resulting from spatial or temporal closures. Assuming that fishing efficiency decreases approximates a scenario in which increased fishing effort reduces fish biomass or reduces gear effectiveness. In the absence of spillover from closed areas, all else being equal, increased fishing effort must decrease abundance and therefore
CPUE, and so the scenario in which fishing efficiency remains unchanged reflects a scenario in which some spillover benefits are provided by the closed areas. However, it is also possible that spatial or temporal closures result in a net increase in CPUE if spillover is sufficient. While we do not consider such a scenario here, a “fishing efficiency increases” scenario could be considered in locations where the target species are heavily overfished (42).

Considering the ratio of bycatch to target species catch when deciding which area or month to close is one way to minimize socioeconomic impacts (43). Using this approach, we found that the relative change in target catch was minimal for almost all types of closures. It ranged from 4% less than business as usual for static centroid areas when fishing efficiency decreased (SI Appendix, Table S2) to 7% more for dynamic mosaic areas when fishing efficiency does not change (SI Appendix, Table S2). The implications of these differences are not only based in the type of area closure but in the assumptions that fishing efficiency can change. However, even if we assumed that fishing efficiency decreased in a dynamic mosaic approach, target catch remained unchanged. Beyond this, spatial closures in general can have differing impacts on fishers depending on their ports as well as added fuel costs and increased carbon footprints if further travel is required (18, 30, 44). We assumed that fishing effort inside the closed area would reallocate outside proportional to the effort that was outside the area before the closure. However, fisheries effort is not evenly distributed, with effort influenced by environment, vessel competition, fish availability and market, biological, cultural, and political factors (45). Moreover, we have not considered the economic costs of moving effort outside the closed area, which is a key assumption we have made, and the actual redistribution of effort observed will depend on the fishery and fishing grounds as well as subsidies and other economic incentives. The cost of traveling further from port could exacerbate impacts of both static and dynamic spatial closures (18), including impacts on the value of landed catch. Also, travel distance can increase safety risk to vessels, particularly small vessels forced farther offshore due to closed areas. However, this depends entirely on the spatial configuration of the fishery and the closure.

Most regulatory frameworks that establish time or area closures involve complex processes that are slow to implement and change. Thus, as the spatial distributions of some species shift in response to variable or changing climate conditions (44), the built-in flexibility associated with dynamic fishery closures becomes more valuable. Even at short timescales, the movement of most mobile species, associated with the dynamic characteristics of the ocean, highlights the greater efficiency of managing bycatch to target catch ratios via dynamic versus static closures.

Even though real-time closures are effective in reducing bycatch, we acknowledge that such dynamic approaches and their intensity might be very difficult to implement, particularly in fisheries where resources and/or management capacity are limited (19). The application of these dynamic approaches requires clear management goals and expensive or logistically challenging data provisions, which can include on-board observers, animal tracking and remote sensing information, sophisticated modeling techniques to predict species distribution, rapid data-sharing technology, advanced analytical processing power, continuous engagement with communities, and strong management and enforcement (28, 38).

**Conclusion**

Spatial dynamic ocean management can be 3.6 times more effective than a static approach (such as a classic no-take area) when the main goal is to avoid bycatch. However, when the goal is to protect a critical habitat, a static biodiversity hot spot, or a unique feature, a static area closure would be more effective and easier to enforce. Therefore, when considering protecting a percentage of the ocean with conservation in mind, we must consider the ways in which closure strategies may achieve bycatch reduction as well as other conservation goals and the magnitude of associated trade-offs to the well-being of people who depend on the resources from those habitats.

**Materials and Methods**

We analyzed the effect of area and temporal (monthly) closures using log-books (n = 3 fisheries) and on-board observer data (n = 12 fisheries) collected from 15 fisheries around the globe (SI Appendix, Table S1). Our study included industrial and small-scale fisheries with surface- and bottom-fishing gears. Refer to SI Appendix for a brief description of each fishery. For most case studies, catch data were available at the resolution of individual deployments of fishing gear and for each species or group of species. We aggregated catch data by date (months and year) and spatial location (with a resolution of 0.5, 1, or 5 degrees of latitude and longitude depending on the resolution available for each fishery). For area closures, a range of 0 to 50% of the total fishing ground was considered for closure. For temporal closures, a range of 0 to 5 mo was explored. Each case study was analyzed independently, and results were combined to summarize general findings.

One reason why case studies were analyzed independently, besides the resolution of use of different fishing gears, is that species that are targeted in one fishery could be considered as bycatch in other fisheries and vice versa. For example, juvenile tunas in most purse-seine fisheries are targeted and marketed. However, for management purposes, juvenile tunas such as bigeye, *T. obesus*, could be considered bycatch or at least unwanted catch, as avoiding juveniles would result in a more sustainable fishery. The purse-seine fisheries case studies presented in this paper considered both juvenile and adult bigeye tunas (depending on the case study; SI Appendix) as bycatch to explore the effect of spatial and temporal closures to minimize their catches.

Bycatch was analyzed in some cases at the species level and, in other cases, aggregated across species (e.g., in the EPO tuna/mahi-mahi fishery, the marine turtle group included loggerhead Caretta caretta, green turtles *Chelonia mydas*, olive ridley *Lepidochelys olivacea*, and hawksbill *Eretmochelys imbricate*, but leatherbacks were considered at the species level). Because not all species or groups of species have the same conservation concern, different conservation prioritization weights were assigned to each species or group to control their relative importance in informing closures. Individual bycatch species weights were assigned independently for each fishery, and the weighting criteria and species aggregations are described in SI Appendix.

Target species weights were primarily assigned based on economic importance or, potentially, other considerations (e.g., secondary target species, such as sharks, might have more importance in some fisheries than in others). Higher weights were given to those target species whose catches were to be maximized; similarly, larger weights were assigned to bycatch species whose catch we most sought to minimize. Analyses without the weighting process are presented in SI Appendix as a sensitivity examination (SI Appendix, Figs. S13-S17).

We considered three different approaches to determine closure areas or seasons that minimize 1) amount (numbers or kilos) of bycatch species, 2) bycatch rates (bycatch/effort) or 3) the ratio of bycatch to target species. In the last case, we sought to reduce as much of the bycatch as possible with the lowest losses in target catch. However, there are often trade-offs between these objectives. We did not find large differences among the minimization methods used (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), so for simplicity, and because we were interested in the trade-off between reducing bycatch without compromising the catch of target species, we presented the results from the third minimization method.

A factorial design (SI Appendix, Fig. S1) was considered to analyze scenarios. As the first factor, we considered two different closure configurations or shapes. For the centroid strategy, we selected a centroid as a certain percentage of the area closest to the centroid (that constitute a certain percentage of area closed). We then identified which centroid minimized bycatch the most. For instance, if we closed 30% of the area, we found which cells had the most bycatch in the 30% of quadrants closest to the cell. In the mosaic strategy, we closed independent quadrants to minimize bycatch, without the constraint that each quadrant had to be connected to the others (Fig. 2).

The second factor determined if the area was 1) static (fixed and permanent for the entire period) or 2) dynamic (mobile and potentially shifting spatially 3 mo at a time). A combination of mosaic and dynamic area would be the closest to a real-time management approach; see Fig. 2 (29, 31, 38).

As a third factor, we considered two different approaches for fisheries management: 1) fishing effort is displaced but total effort remains constant.
David Kaplan at david.kaplan@ird.fr; 6) Hawaiian bigeye tuna and Hawaiian swordfish: the data from the Pacific Islands Regional Observer Program used in this analysis are subject to confidentiality requirements, so the raw data cannot be shared publicly. To request nonconfidential observer data from this program, contact the coauthor Mark Fitchett (mark.fitchett@wcpocouncil.org); 7) IATTC tuna: tuna-dolphin associations and free-swimming schools and floating objects datasets: the raw data cannot be shared publicly, but there is a simplified version of the data used in this study available at the following link: https://www.iatcc.org/Public/DomainData/ATTCT-Catch-by-species1.htm. The raw data with higher resolution used in this study could be formally requested to IATTC at datahandlers@iatcc.org; 8) Small-scale tuna/mahi-mahi: these data were collected under confidentiality and mutual trust agreements with individuals, associations, and fishing sectors of nine countries, and their use will require the approval of each of them in each country to be accessed by third parties. For further analysis and research collaboration, please contact Sandra Andraka (sandrakag@gmail.com); 9) South African tuna: this dataset is restricted and only accessible after approved written request to Sven Kervath, Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment: Fisheries Research and Development at SKErwarf@dsfe.gov.za; 10) Uruguayan swordfish: the data from the observer program (“Programa Nacional de Observadores a bordo de la flota atunera uruguaya”) of the Uruguayan pelagic longline fishery used in this study are considered confidential under the terms of the Uruguayan decree N° 493/2002 and cannot be shared publicly. On reasonable request of nonconfidential observer data, please contact Andrés Domíngio (adomingio@mpag.gub.uy); 11) US West Coast sablefish: the data from the West Coast Groundfish Observer Program (WCGOP) used in this analysis are subject to confidentiality requirements set forth in The Magnuson-Stevens Act at section 402(b), 16 U.S.C. 1881a(b), so the raw data cannot be shared publicly. To request nonconfidential observer data from the WCGOP, contact the Fisheries Observation Science Program at the Northwest Fisheries Science Center.
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